Baylling Central School has joined the world in observing the World Water Day on 23rd March, 2016 in its small way in the morning assembly and in the afternoon. It was coordinated by School UNESCO and Health Club.

Tashi Wangchuk, the UNESCO Club secretary delivered a short speech based on this year’s theme “Water and Jobs.” The speaker addressed the gathering on the reasons of the world celebrating the World Water Day. Moreover, the speaker shared and reminded the gathering how enough quantity and quality of water can change workers' lives and livelihoods contributing to a greener economy and sustainable development. He also emphasised water as the essential building block in our life in creating jobs and supporting economic, social, and human development.

Finally he made his final remarks on behalf of UNESCO and Health club members that “Every drop of water counts, one small drop can start a ripple and your one decision to pledge can start a wave of change.”

The principal shared inspiring words on the importance of observing the day, the facts of water and importance of water in contributing to a greener economy and sustainable development.

In the afternoon, after fourth period the members of UNESCO and health club trod towards our school water source to clean the water tank. We spent almost two hours in cleaning and clearing the bushes around the water source and water.
tank. I was optimistic that we did our job thoroughly as I could see my members wearing thrilling looks. We took rest for a while and had refreshment to invigorate ourselves back to the school.

We started our journey back to school around 2:30 pm. On the way we collected all the trashes to dump in the proper place in our school.

This programme will remain as a boundless reminiscence for the UNECSO and Health Club members as it was full of enriching experiences.
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